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This paper offers a diachronic perspective of grammaticalization of the polysemous lexeme 
OAN5, originally meaning ‘finish’, in Southern Min (SM), a dialect spoken mainly in Taiwan 
and south-eastern parts of China. Compared with robust studies on grammaticalization of 
Indo-European languages (Hopper & Traugott 1993; Traugott & Dasher 2002; Brinton & 
Traugott 2005), little attention has been given to the diachronic aspects of East-Asian 
languages in literature. This paper aims to bridge the gap, based on the extracted corpora 
consisting of four earlier Ming-Qing script plays (henceforth MQPS), the earliest one dating 
back to the16th century, as well as modern Southern Min usages (hereafter MSMU), featuring 
stories and dialogues (Mair 2004; Lien 2005). An in-depth examination of diachronic 
divergences of the lexeme OAN5 turns up two findings. Firstly, in syntacto-semantic terms, 
OAN5 follows the path of grammaticalization from a verb, as in (1a) and (1b), through a 
marker of temporal sequence, as in (1c), to a full-fledged phase marker, as in (1d). 
 OAN5 with the basic sense ‘finish or over’ is used as a main verb followed by a 
perfective aspect marker liau2 in (1a). 
 
(1) a. Chin-chiann5 OAN5 liau2  (MQPS 13.119) 
  affinity   finish  Asp 
  ‘The affinity is over.’ 
 
In modern SM, OAN5 may co-occur with an intransitive verb (boan2 ‘filled’), and forms a 
coordinate compound in (1b).  
 
(1) b. Tai7-chi3 Chin  OAN5-boan2 (MSMU 76.11) 
  thing   really  finish filled 
  ‘The result of the thing is really satisfactory.’ 
 
Though still denoting the completion of an action OAN5 takes on the new function as a 
marker of temporal sequence linking two events, namely the competing event (“pi2”) and the 
dying event (“tng7-khui3”), as shown below: 
 
(1) c. [Pi2]1  OAN5 liau2-au7 chiu7 [tng7-khui3]2 a (MSMU 42.23) 
  compete OAN  after   then   break-breath   SFP 
  ‘After competing with other rivals, he died immediately.’ 
 
The function of OAN5 further develops into a full-fledged phase marker, denoting the 
accomplishment of an event denoted by the verb, boe7 ‘sell’, as in (1d). 
 
(1) d. Boe7-OAN5 a!  (MSMU 32.17) 
  Sell OAN  Asp 
  ‘Everything is sold out!’ 
 
Moreover, this example indicates the successful result of a “selling” event, a conventionalized 
sense which is not cancellable. 
 Secondly, in semantic and lexical terms, OAN5 is grammaticalized as a frozen 
subjective expression denoting speaker’s subjective attitude toward the proposition, as in (2). 
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(2)  OAN5 a!  OAN5 a!  Goa2 e7  pho3-san2!  (MSMU 100.01) 
  OAN   SFP OAN  SFP I  will bankrupt 
  ‘Goodness! I am going to become bankrupt!’ 
 
The newly emergent expression “OAN5-a!” reflects subjectification as an important aspect of 
grammaticalization (Traugott 1989) and it is used in exclamatory mood to denote, in 
particular, the speaker’s anxiety of going bankrupt (“pho3-san2”). 
 To sum up, the present study of OAN5 yields two substantive results: (1) the 
unidirectionality of a grammaticalization process is attested in the SM corpora, and (2) the 
data demonstrate a grammaticalization chain in keeping with the principles of 
grammaticalization, such as layering, divergence, specialization, persistence and de-
categorization, indicated in literature (Hopper & Traugott 1993; Hopper 1996, Traugott & 
Dasher 2002; Brinton & Traugott 2005). 
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